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An approach to fast entanglement generation based on Rydberg dephasing of collective excitations

(spin waves) in large, optically thick atomic ensembles is proposed. Long-range 1=r3 atomic interactions

are induced by microwave mixing of opposite-parity Rydberg states. The required long coherence times

are achieved via four-photon excitation and readout of long wavelength spin waves. The dephasing

mechanism is shown to have favorable, approximately exponential, scaling for entanglement generation.
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Alkali atoms excited to Rydberg levels are attracting
increasing attention as candidates for quantum computa-
tion on the MHz scale [1]. Various protocols for quantum
computation and multiparticle entanglement using
Rydberg level interactions have been proposed in recent
years [2,3]. These proposals rely on variations of the
Rydberg blockade mechanism, where the presence of an
excited Rydberg atom prevents (blocks) another atom, or
atoms, from being excited [4,5]. This approach has already
been used to generate entanglement of pairs of Rb atoms
[6]. The Rydberg blockade mechanism is in principle also
applicable to create entanglement of collective excitations
(spin waves), provided sufficiently small atomic ensembles
are employed [5,7]. This attractive capability could permit
realizations of large scale, complex entangled matter-light
systems. The basic requirement of large optical thickness
of the atomic ensembles is, however, in conflict with the
short range of the blockade radius. The challenge remains
to achieve sufficient optical depth with small ensembles
(< 10 �m) using tight, densely populated optical lattices
and/or optical cavities.

In this Letter we propose an alternative approach that
alleviates the difficulties of the small sample-blockade
mechanism and makes it possible to realize fast entangle-
ment generation and distribution in large, free-space
atomic ensembles. Rather than trying to prevent multiple
excitations via the Rydberg blockade mechanism, multiple
Rydberg excitations are allowed to mutually interact and
dephase. The interaction-induced phase shifts suppress the
contribution of multiply-excited states in phase-matched
optical retrieval. The dephasing mechanism therefore per-
mits isolation and manipulation of individual spin-wave
excitations.

The strong interaction required to dephase multiple ex-
citations is induced by mixing adjacent, opposite-parity
Rydberg levels with a microwave field [8]. These levels
experience resonant dipole-dipole interactions (nsþ
n0p ! n0pþ ns) that extend over the whole ensemble
in contrast to the weaker, short range van der Waals
coupling due to nonresonant processes [nsþ ns ! npþ
ðn� 1Þp].

We consider a cloud of cold alkali atoms. Since the
procedure we propose is fast compared to atomic motional
time scales in a cold ensemble, we assume that the posi-
tions of the atoms are fixed and postpone discussion of
motional effects until later. The relevant atomic levels are
sketched in Fig. 1: the ground level jgi, the first excited
level jei, the target Rydberg level jsi ¼ jnsi and the
Rydberg level used for the dephasing protocol jpji ¼
jn0pji, j ¼ 1=2, 3=2 to be discussed below. We suppress

the state magnetic quantum numbers m assuming that
optical pumping of the ground level produces laser excita-
tion of only a selected Zeeman state of the target Rydberg
level; the coupling of magnetic sublevels by Rydberg
interactions will be included in the results presented below.
While we consider a target s-orbital Rydberg level, it is
possible to apply the formalism to d levels as well.
Rydberg level excitation.—The target Rydberg level jnsi

is laser excited through a two-photon resonant transition
with large single-photon detuning �1. The effective exci-
tation Rabi frequency is �2ph ¼ �1�2=ð2�1Þ where �1

and �2 are the Rabi frequencies of the lasers (see Fig. 1).
The ensemble, defined by the region illuminated by the

waist of the excitation laser (typically 50–60 �m), con-
tains N � 1 atoms. We may assume the atoms are initially

FIG. 1 (color online). Ground level atoms are two-photon
excited to a Rydberg s level, which is then mixed with a p
orbital by applying a microwave pulse of Rabi frequency�. The
inset shows the effect of dipole-dipole interaction and micro-
wave dressing of an atom pair. The atomic spin wave is retrieved
from the Rydberg state with a � pulse resonant to a low-lying
excited state.
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independent since we consider (i) short laser pulses, whose
bandwidth determines a Rydberg blockade radius [1] that
is much smaller than the size of the ensemble, and (ii)
the pulse duration creates on average a single excitation,

T � 1=ð ffiffiffiffi
N

p
�2phÞ. Thus laser excitation produces the state

j�0i ¼ PN
�¼0 c�j�k0

i, where j�k0
i contains � excitations

with a wave vector equal to the sum of the excitation laser

wave vectors, k0 ¼ k1 þ k2, and amplitude c� ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e�!

p
associated with a Poissonian distribution of unit mean. The
maximum efficiency of the single spin-wave preparation is

jc1j2 ¼ 1=e. In the limit of weak excitation, j�k0
i �

ðŜyk0
Þ�j0i= ffiffiffiffiffiffi

�!
p

, where Ŝk ¼ ð1= ffiffiffiffi
N

p ÞP e�ik�r� jgi�hsj is

the spin-wave annihilation operator and the spin-wave
vacuum j0i has all the atoms in the ground state: j�0i
corresponds to a coherent state of spin waves.

Microwave-dressed Rydberg levels.—Atoms laser ex-
cited to the Rydberg state jsi are assumed to have negli-
gibly weak van der Waals interactions. A microwave field
couples the transition jsi � jpji, transferring population to
the jpji level and thus inducing a long-range resonant

dipole-dipole interaction [8] (see Fig. 1).
The interaction Hamiltonian for the atomic system is

given by ĤI ¼
P

�V̂
�
E þP

�<�V̂
��
dd ; the first term contains

the electric dipole interaction of each atom � with the

microwave field: V̂�
E ¼ �d̂� � EðtÞð"e�i!t þ "�ei!tÞ=2,

where d̂� is the electric dipole moment of atom � and

[", !, EðtÞ] are the polarization vector, angular frequency,
and time-dependent amplitude of the electric field. The
Rabi frequency for the coupling between jsi and jpji is
defined as @�ðtÞ ¼ EðtÞD, where D is the reduced matrix
element for the transition. The spatial phase of the micro-
wave field is suppressed because the size of the sample is
much smaller than its wavelength. The dipole-dipole inter-
action between atoms is given by

V̂
��
dd ¼ 1

4��0

1

R3

�
d̂� � d̂� � 3

ðd̂� �RÞðd̂� �RÞ
R2

�
(1)

where R is the interatomic separation. The dipole-dipole
matrix element for a given angular momentum channel
may be written as C3=R3 [1,9], and may be calculated
with a semiclassical approach [10]. We ignore nonresonant
van der Waals processes (C6=R6) and retain only the
resonant couplings [9,11].

Dephasing protocol.—Resonant dipole-dipole interac-
tions cause phase shifts of polarized Rydberg atom pairs,
triples, etc. The accumulated phase decouples these exci-
tations from the phase-matched radiation mode during the
retrieval process. With a suitable protocol, we can take
advantage of this dephasing to generate high quality single
photons. A single channel model of the interaction is
sufficient to demonstrate the physics of the protocol.

We consider a Ramsey-like 2�-pulse sequence: a single-
atom �=2 microwave pulse that polarizes the Rydberg
atoms is followed by an interval�T, during which resonant

interactions occur and is terminated by a restoring 3�=2
pulse. A many-body state containing a single Rydberg
excitation undergoes a complete rotation. A given atom
pair prepared in the target Rydberg level jsi experiences
the following transformation assuming the regime of strong
dressing,� � Vdd: (a) the�=2 pulse is responsible for the
evolution jsijsi ! ð1=2Þ½jsijsi � jpjijpji þ iðjpjijsi þ
jsijpjiÞ�, (b) during the interval �T the state transforms to

ð1=2Þ½jsijsi � jpjijpji þ iei’ðjpjijsi þ jsijpjiÞ�, where

the phase ’ ¼ Vdd�T=@, (c) the 3�=2 pulse ½jsi !
1=

ffiffiffi
2

p ð�jsi þ ijpjiÞ and jpji ! 1=
ffiffiffi
2

p ðijsi � jpjiÞ�, com-

pletes the overall transformation that maps jsijsi into
j�ð’Þi ¼ ei’=2

�
jsijsi cos

�
’

2

�
þ ijpjijpji sin

�
’

2

��
: (2)

In the limit ’ ! 0, we recover the initially prepared atom
pair excitation jsijsi and more generally the survival am-

plitude for this state is ei’=2 cosð’=2Þ. The accumulated
phase will be different for each atom pair. As a conse-
quence, the probability for emission of a photon pair in
the phase-matched mode is reduced through destructive
interference of distinct atom pair contributions, as we argue
below. A small number of atom pairs will experience
Rydberg blockade � � Vdd and while their effect is not
detrimental it is anyway negligible.
We may write the many-body state after the Ramsey 2�

pulse as j�i ¼ c0j0i þ c1j1k0
i þ c2j�ð2Þi þOðc3Þ, by

defining

j�ð2Þi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

s
XN�1

�>�¼1

eik0�ðr�þr�Þj�ð’��Þi��: (3)

Here ’�� is the phase induced on the atom pair (�, �),

N ¼ NðN � 1Þ=2 is the number of distinct pairs and

j1k0
i ¼ Syk0

j0i is the one spin-wave state.
Optical readout procedure.—Rydberg excitations in the

jsi level can be optically retrieved by a laser of wave vector
k3, transferring the population to an intermediate state
which decays to the ground level as shown in Fig. 1. The
quality of single-photon emission is evaluated through
measurement of the normalized correlation function,

gð2Þ ¼ hây
k0
0
ây
k0
0
âk0

0
âk0

0
i=hây

k0
0
âk0

0
i2, in the phase-matched di-

rection, k0
0 ¼ k0 � k3. Here âk0

0
is the annihilation opera-

tor for photons in the phase-matched mode. Analysis of the

decay process shows that we may write âk0
0
¼ ffiffiffiffi

�
p

Ŝk0
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� �

p
�̂, where the operator �̂ describes vacuum fluctua-

tions, and � is the coupling efficiency. Hence the correla-

tion function becomes gð2Þ ¼ hŜyk0
Ŝyk0

Ŝk0
Ŝk0

i=hŜyk0
Ŝk0

i2.
The phase-matched retrieval of Poissonian excitations cor-

responds to the value gð2Þ ¼ 1. For simplicity, we focus on
the effects of single and double excitations and truncate the
many particle coherent state beyond this point: c� ¼ 0 for

�> 2. The corresponding value of gð2Þ for the truncated

coherent state is gð2Þð0Þ ¼ e=4. The state j�i yields
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gð2Þ ¼ 4gð2Þð0Þj 1
N2

P
N
�¼1

P
��� ei’��=2 cosð’��

2 Þj2
½1þ 1

N3

P
N
�¼1 j

P
��� ei’��=2 cosð’��

2 Þj2�2 ; (4)

in the spin-wave approximation ðN � 1Þ=N � 1.
This expression clearly shows that the probability for

photon pair emission is a superposition of the atom pair
contributions determined by the Ramsey protocol in (2): the
broader the distribution of phases ’�� the more effective is

the destructive interference of two-photon amplitudes.
Since the phases ’�� depend on time, we rewrite

the correlation function of Eq. (4) as gð2ÞðtÞ ¼
4gð2Þð0ÞfðtÞ=ð1þ hðtÞÞ2, which defines fðtÞ and hðtÞ. At
t ¼ 0, it is trivial to verify that fðtÞ ¼ hðtÞ ¼ 1. For t ! 1,
assuming the atoms are randomly distributed in the en-
semble, the accumulated phase behaves like a random

variable: hei’=2 cosð’=2Þi ¼ 1=2, which gives f, h !
1=4. We therefore predict the asymptotic value of the
correlation function after the Ramsey protocol to be

gð2Þ ! gð2Þð0Þ16=25.
This asymptotic value agrees with simulations of a

multichannel theory which also shows a stronger sub-
Poissonian dip at short times, Fig. 2. As an example we
take Rb comparing the time dependence for the Rydberg
levels with principal quantum numbers n ¼ ð60; 79; 100Þ.
We consider N ¼ 100 atoms randomly distributed in a
cubical box with side L ¼ 60 �m. The correlation
function in Eq. (4) is found by solving the two-body
Schrödinger equation for each atom pair. The fine-structure
transitions jnsi � jn0p1=2;3=2i have (16, 36) available

coupled channels involving different combinations of the
magnetic quantum numbers, respectively. While the

asymptotic value of gð2Þ is independent of n, we observe
that the rate of dephasing, as measured by the temporal
position of the minimum, scales in inverse proportion to
the strength of the interaction Vdd / n4.
Single-photon generation.—Although a single Ramsey

2�-pulse cycle produces sub-Poissonian emission statistics
asymptotically, the more pronounced and fast initial de-

phasing of gð2Þ suggests an improved protocol in which
(i) the value of �T optimizes the transient dephasing, and

(ii) R repetitions of the Ramsey cycle further reduce gð2Þ by
the replacement

ei’��=2 cos

�
1

2
’��

�
! YR

q¼1

ei’
ðqÞ
��=2 cos

�
1

2
’ðqÞ

��

�
(5)

in Eq. (4). In each of the repeated cycles, it is essential that
the microwave field couples the jnsi target level to a
different and unpopulated jn0pji level otherwise the coher-
ence established with the target level invalidates Eq. (5).
As each cycle represents a single-particle 2� pulse the
single-photon contribution is unaffected throughout.
For n � 1, the channels jnsi $ jnpji and jnsi $ jn�

1; pji have similar interaction strengths and may each be

employed in the repeated Ramsey protocol. In the Fig. 2

inset, we show a sample evolution of gð2Þ for a sequence of
R ¼ 4 Ramsey cycles with n ¼ 100 and j ¼ 1=2, 3=2. We

plot the function e�T=	 where 	 ¼ �T þ 2�=� is the
duration of a single cycle. The comparison shows that the

decay rate of gð2Þ is approximately exponential and high
quality single excitations are generated in several �s, well
within the lifetime of this Rydberg state. For comparison,
the DLCZ protocol [12,13], which has a typical trial period
�1 �s, and excitation probability�10�3, generates single
excitations in a time of order 1 ms [14].
Entanglement of Rydberg spin waves.—We have shown

that the repeated Ramsey protocol allows the fast creation
of a single spin wave, stored in the Rydberg level jnsi,
coupled to the phase-matched mode. An independent spin
wave associated with the orbital jn0si can also be generated
provided the dipole-dipole interaction does not cause in-
terference of the dephasing protocols for the levels n and
n0. For n � 1, the dipole coupling between Rydberg levels
ns and n0p decays rapidly as the energy difference in-
creases: for example, for n ¼ 100 the interaction strength
between adjacent 100s and 99pj or 100pj orbitals is 100

times larger than that for 100s and 98pj or 101pj [1,10].

These single spin waves may also be transported through
the Rydberg spectrum by using single-particle microwave
� pulses: the phase matching condition is not affected
provided the Rydberg transition wavelength is much larger
than the ensemble size.
A protocol to entangle two independent spin waves in

levels n and n0 ¼ nþ 1 is sketched in Fig. 3. We define the

operators Ŝyn and P̂y
nj which create spin waves in the jnsi

and jnpji orbitals, respectively. A pair of strong�=2 pulses
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FIG. 2 (color online). Decay of the correlation function gð2Þ in
the phase-matched mode versus interaction time �T for a single
Ramsey 2�-pulse cycle in the strong dressing limit. Principal
quantum numbers: n ¼ n0 ¼ 60 (blue squares), n ¼ n0 ¼ 79
(red diamonds) and n ¼ n0 ¼ 100 (green circles). Black dashed
line represents the asymptotic limit gð2Þð0Þ16=25. Inset: effect of
repeated cycles for n ¼ 100 with �T ¼ 1 �s and � ¼ 107 s�1;
first cycle n0 ¼ 100, j ¼ 1=2, second cycle n0 ¼ 99, j ¼ 1=2,
third cycle n0 ¼ 100, j ¼ 3=2, fourth cycle n0 ¼ 99, j ¼ 3=2.
Dark regions correspond to the duration of each 2� microwave
pulse cycle.
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couple the jnsi and jðnþ 1Þsi levels to jnp1=2i and jnp3=2i
respectively, transforming Ŝynþ1Ŝ

y
n j0i ! ½Ŝynþ1Ŝ

y
n j0i �

P̂y
n3=2P̂

y
n1=2j0i þ iðŜynþ1P̂

y
n1=2j0i þ P̂y

n3=2Ŝ
y
n j0iÞ�=2. The

resonant dipole-dipole interactions couple the s and p
orbitals thus inducing different phase shifts for each atom

pair. The system evolves into the many-body state j0i þ
c1;0=2ðŜynþ1 þ Ŝyn þ iP̂y

n1=2 þ iP̂y
n3=2Þj0i þ c21;0j�i with

j�i ¼ 1

2

�
Ŝynþ1Ŝ

y
n j0i � P̂y

n1=2P̂
y
n3=2j0i þ

i

N

X

�;�

j���i
�
; (6)

j���i ¼ eik0�ðr�þr�Þ½ei’0
�� jðnþ 1Þsi�jnp1=2i� þ ei’�� jnsi�

jnp3=2i�� and c1;0 ¼ c1=c0. As for the single-photon gen-

eration, the phase-matched retrieval process causes the
suppression of the contribution of the states j���i as a

result of the destructive interference of the atom pair
amplitudes. The state j�i may be mapped onto long-lived
ground state coherences [6] or optically retrieved, via s or
d states, resulting in entangled polarization or time-bin
qubits. Entangled pairs of long-lived qubits, or the atom-
light qubit pair, can be used as building blocks in larger
entangled systems, for example, in entanglement purifica-
tion protocols [12,15].

The motional dephasing of optical ground-Rydberg co-
herences has been a serious problem in exploiting Rydberg
atom interactions [6]. While atom trapping would in prin-
ciple alleviate this effect, so far no effective Rydberg atom
confinement schemes have been demonstrated, although
there are promising works in that direction [16]. For a cold
magneto-optical trap of Rb the average atomic velocity
v� 0:1 m=s, while the spin-wave grating period for two-
photon excitation is only �� 1 �m, giving a coherence
time �=ð2�vÞ � 2 �s. In order to overcome this limita-
tion, we propose the four-photon excitation scheme shown
in Fig. 3(b) for atomic Rb. In this case the four wave vector
mismatch can be made equal to zero and the corresponding

spin-wave period diverges, thereby eliminating motional
decoherence. Since all the transitions involved possess
strong dipole moments, the Rabi frequency can easily
exceed several MHz with available laser powers. An opti-
cal depth of 10 is achievable with a sample of density
1012 cm�3 and diameter 50 �m, sufficient for photon
retrieval in the phase-matched mode [17]. The maximum
efficiency of single spin-wave preparation, and hence
single-photon generation, is given by 1=e.
In conclusion, we propose techniques for the fast crea-

tion of single quantum excitations and entanglement of
such excitations in large atomic ensembles, suitable for
efficient light-matter state transfer. The protocols we pro-
pose are based purely on the dephasing of multiple exci-
tations due to resonant 1=r3 dipole-dipole interactions
induced by microwave coupling of opposite-parity
Rydberg states. In the future, it will be interesting to
investigate an intermediate regime between blockade and
dephasing that optimizes efficiency, speed, and error
probability for laboratory implementation.
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